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ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Daniel Sabio is a Puerto Rican artist, programmer, and VJ. 
Considered among the pioneers of virtual reality music as an 
artform, his works range from live audiovisual performances and 
multichannel sound installations to brain/heart/blink controlled 
artworks and immersive video game experiences. These 
creations, while heavily technical, seek to incite new questions 
about our futures and technology’s (in)ability to make us 
(un)expectedly more human.



His practice over the past two years has been working with the 
duality of realities through the process of bringing virtual reality 
to a live performance setting. In this setting, he has pushed the 
boundaries of the utilization of simultaneous virtual worlds and 
physical presence as a medium for storytelling. Self-reflective in 
nature, his work commonly examines the human relationship 
with technology, theorizing and playing out how this may 
develop in near-future scenarios. 



Finding great affordances with the medium, as of 2019, he has 
begun creating immersive installations to question the 
underpinnings of our physical and psychological realities. He 
strives to question the universe's most challenging subject 
matter, making it at the same time accessible and interactable 
for participants on emotional and metaphysical levels.



His work has been welcomed at international festivals and 
symposiums including ISEA (International Symposium of 
Electronic Art), SXSW (South by Southwest), Bass Coast 
Festival, VRHAM!, FILE (Festival Internacional de Linguagem 
Eletrônica), ACE (Advances in Computer Entertainment), and 
IAM Weekend, among others. It has been awarded placement in 
Oculus Launchpad, Art Omi:Music Fellowship, Berlin Sessions 
Residency, ARTnSHELTER AiR, and Zoo Labs Music Accelerator.



SOLO WORKSOLO WORK



JUSTIN 


TIME



OVERVIEW

Justin Time is a poetic virtual reality installation personifying the 
concept of time. Based on research in quantum field theories and their 
implication on the human experience, it allows a transport to a 
multiplicity of realities and questions the underpinnings of existence as 
an identified self.



The installation is realized through poetry and virtual reality. Upon the 
walls of the gallery, poetry is painted as letters to (Justin) time, inquiring 
about its mysteries and indulging it with imaginative possibilities. Within 
virtual reality, a participant embodies Justin, and is given the ability to 
travel between different time-spaces and freely and openly explore the 
environments within, absorbing the content as both the human they are 
and the embodied form they have acquired.



While a participant is in the virtual reality experience, other viewers of the 
piece are invited to recite the texts on the walls aloud. This is designed 
to amplify the quantum existence of the realities in the room and the 
headset, provide additional context to the non-linear narrative, and create 
a group-unifying experience for all attendees, even those who may not 
wish to enter the virtual reality portion of the piece.



MATERIALS

VR Headset, Custom Code, Black Paint Pen



PUBLIC SHOWINGS

-Futures of our Past Exhibition @ Galerie Weisser Elefant, Berlin, DE

-Paquetes Exhibition @ The Bakery, Atlanta, USA



VIDEO EXCERPT

https://vimeo.com/346767352/96b4d9829d
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iCNTEVN



OVERVIEW

iCNTEVN is a playful dive into my past experiences on the internet. From 
glitched out and twerking Motoko Kusanagis (Ghost in the Shell) to 
waterfalls of emoji reactions, the experience is driven by a marriage of 
audiovisual chaos controlled and manipulated in real-time as I perform in 
virtual reality.



iCNTEVN utilizes a workflow that employs Unreal Engine to create 
interactive video game scenes, which are played through and sampled 
with the intent of later perversion in a real-time performance setting. The 
music itself is controlled live in virtual reality using custom software, and 
networked MIDI is piped to a second computer running VJ software to 
manage the real-time video handling and effects processing. The totality 
of this results in a live show that is completely dynamic to the performer, 
and can be precision controlled from within virtual reality entirely.



MATERIALS

VR Headset, Custom Software



DURATION

approx. 30 mins



COMPANY

1 performer



PUBLIC SHOWINGS

-Virtually Real Exhibition @ VRWorld NYC, New York, USA

-Generate! Festival, Tubingen, DE
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MELD



OVERVIEW



MELD is a conceptual VR+BMI audiovisual performance examining the 
human-computer relationship in a near-future setting. 



Utilizing a Muse headband and an HTC Vive, the performer composes 
and modulates the audio in real time in virtual reality, while sharing the 
output of his brainwaves via a procedurally generated 3D world built in 
Unreal Engine 4.



Throughout its process of creation, the artist utilized Oculus Medium, 
Google Blocks, TouchDesigner and other more traditional software to 
create assets and map interactions for the piece. The artist sends his 
deepest thanks and love to his collaborator Dillon Lane, who is 
responsible for much of the VFX and visual content of the piece.



A great deal of focus was directed at honing in on different brain states 
and practicing meditation as well as documenting EEG readings during 
musical and visual art composition, VR engagement, computer 
programming, and of course sleep.The artist described this piece as his 
most vulnerable to date.



MATERIALS



-During Performance: Muse EEG Headband, VR Headset, Custom 
Softwares (UE4, Unity, and TD)

-During Creation: DAZ, Mixamo, 3DS Max, Maya, Tiltbrush, Medium, 
Blocks, Unreal Engine 4, Unity



DURATION



27 minutes



COMPANY



1 performer



PUBLIC SHOWINGS

-FutureXLive Conference, Atlanta, USA

-SXSW (South by Southwest), Austin, USA
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OVERVIEW



Intersect is a VR audiovisual performance examining the consciousness 
of five disparate humans intertwined through splintering timelines.



Separated by time and space, the experience is felt viscerally through the 
perspective of nanobot insects as they traverse the minds and bodies of 
the five, overlapping through entangled synapses and into their different 
sensory apparatus.



MATERIALS



DURATION

approx. 30 min, continuous



COMPANY 

one performer



PUBLIC SHOWINGS

L.E.V. Festival, Madrid, ES
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Tender Rhythms



OVERVIEW

Tender Rhythms is an interactive installation that explores direct 
human connection on a physical (and electrical) level.



A collaboration with Stephanie Koziej and Michael Winters, the 
piece seeks to demonstrate the concept of “the third” as it appears 
when two individuals make a meaningful connection together. To 
achieve this, we have two participants sit across from each other 
with BCI (Brain-Computer-Interfaces). As their eyes meet, and they 
start to connect with each other on an emotional level, their alpha 
brainwaves will synchronize, forming a third pattern that exists only 
between them. To demonstrate this connection, we use sonification 
and visualization of the strength and duration of this connection as 
it occurs in real-time. The result is a breaking apart of the separate, 
isolated representations of each participant and fusing of these 
pieces into an entity of its own.



MATERIALS



Muse EEG headband, Custom Software, Projection Mapping



ROLE



Technical Director & Interaction Designer



PUBLIC SHOWINGS



NPSA Congress, Brussels, BE



VIDEO EXCERPT



https://vimeo.com/316864818





Loveseat



OVERVIEW



Loveseat is a live VR theater performance that plays to both an 
in-person audience and a digital online community. Three live 
actors are equipped with motion tracking technology that maps 
their real-time movement to animated characters in a digital 
environment. 



For fans present in the audience, this digital environment is 
projected via three screens, displaying live camera feeds of the 
digital environment. Online, fans can experience the digital 
environment immersively through the High Fidelity social VR 
platform, joining the show from anywhere in the world. The actors 
have control of their costume changes, and full expressive ability 
due to lipsync technology and emotion recognition in addition to 
the motion tracking, making movie magic happen in real-time for 
both audiences.



MATERIALS



High Fidelity, OBS, NDI, Resolume, Live Motion Capture, Custom 
Software, 15 Networked Computers



DURATION



45 minutes



COMPANY



3 actors, 2 audio engineers, 2 live cameramen, stage manager, 
director, 3 spotters for actors



ROLE



Technical Director



PUBLIC SHOWINGS



Bienale di Venezia (Venice Biennale)





duality



OVERVIEW



duality is a sound-based virtual reality experience exploring 
universal narratives through the lens of multiplicity. The 
audience is invited to participate in the performative 
actualization of these non-linear life cycles as they unfold, 
bringing to life the paralleled storyscapes of both sightless and 
ageless.



The piece utilizes spatial audio and real-life objects to create an 
audio and tactile focused immersion for four blindfolded 
participants. Each of these participants has a dedicated guide to 
walk them through the experience and ensure comfortability as 
well as progress the narrative by introducing new tactile 
elements and leading them through different soundscapes.



A second layer of audience members sits inside between the 
blindfolded participants, and projection mapped visuals provide 
the atmosphere for each scene as they observe the movement 
and dance of the guides and the blindfolded.



MATERIALS

Spatial Audio, Blindfolds, Projection Mapping



DURATION

approx. 30 min



COMPANY 

Four Participants, Four Guides, Sound Engineer, Video Engineer



ROLE

Technical Director & Interaction Designer



PUBLIC SHOWINGS

MONOM 4D Sound Center, Berlin, DE
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OVERVIEW
Imagine our pupils as blackholes, absorbing and 
consuming endlessly into a mass of darkness. Are these 
endless folds where “we” begin? 



Black Iris is a live VR performance and persistent XR 
installation embodying a reality where our eyes’ pupils 
are actually black holes. These black holes continually 
absorb the information around us, folding in on 
themselves to constitute the matter with which forms 
our brains, and directs our bodies. This piece takes a 
stark and intense look at how we use our eyes and what 
makes up the worlds we live in. The aim is for a deeper 
questioning of what we use our eyes for, and where our 
focus lies throughout measured time. In addition, it 
intends to spark an analysis of our intimacy and 
closeness to the digital and physical realities we inhabit 
and engage with, and where our internal loyalties lie.



This project is supported by ARTnSHELTER Residency 
and BoseXR.
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O v e r v i e w

visualsketch1

Sweetboy/Desolation is a virtual reality narrative 
installation exploring the fluidity of sexuality. 
Representations of the artist’s own experiences 
provoke an intensely intimate self-inquiry on an 
observer’s stances and firmness on the subject of 
desire.



An immersive approach to narrative enables the 
raw emotions of the sound composition and visual 
phenomena to coalesce uninterrupted throughout 
its duration. Utilizing both virtual space within a 
headset and physical space in the gallery is vital to 
its communication of the layers of subjectivity at 
play. 



While inside of the headset there is a first-person 
visceral experience, on the walls of the gallery sit 
reminders of how others have interpreted similar 
and divergent feelings in their own lives.



B a c k g r o u n d

R o u g h  A u d i o  E x c e r p t

The project began in the summer of 2018 with 
some inexplicable urges and feelings the artist 
couldn’t quite place. To express these, he turned 
to sound and music to recall the sensations of 
waiting outside of a club, entering, locking eyes 
with a beautiful man and trying to figure out what 
to do with himself in this situation and when. 



The piece reflects these drifts in timescale from 
that of reality in the night and morning after to the 
timescale of his thoughts and desires as he plays 
out scenarios in his mind.



Over a few months of composition and different 
scenarios conjuring these feelings, he started to 
layer in different field recordings captured with 
binaural microphones. The recordings, ranging 
from mating insects to ASMR whispers, serve as 
layers of embedded metaphors as well as adding to 
the immersive nature of the piece. 



Realizing the immersive nature of the audio, he 
began to mix the musical elements ambisonically, 
with the plans of expanding it into a VR 
experience.

visualsketch2

private link: 
https://soundcloud.com/thegladscientist/sweetboy-des
olation/s-hfFsP#t=5:50




// CONTACT INFORMATION

Daniel Eric Carlos Hector Alberto Sabio

Sonnenallee 65, 4 Stock, 12045 Berlin, DE 

+1-336-813-8594

sabio@thegladscientist.info

EU & US Citizen



// EDUCATION

Bachelor’s of Science in Computational Media (Int’l Plan) @ Georgia 
Institute of Technology

Aug 2006-Aug 2011 | Atlanta, GA

–Key Courses: African Film and the Digital Narrative, Experimental 
Digital Art, Design for the Internet, Media Studies, Video Production, 
and Computer Audio. 

–International Study:     

++Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya in Barcelona, ES.     

++Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey. 

–Research:     

++with Rosa Arriaga, PhD., on the implication of BLUI (Blowable User 
Interface) technology in HCI to improve ecological conditions of 
pediatric asthma treatment, with a focus on low socioeconomic 
families.     

++with Matthew Swarts, helping to teach high school students 
intriguing uses of isovist 3D modeling, as a part of the SURE (Student 
Undergraduate Research Experience): Tech to Teaching program



// ARTISTIC

Music Alias: The Glad Scientist



//Festival/Conference/Exhibition Appearances 


2019 - LEV Festival - Intersect

2019 - Tate Modern - Higher Resolution (Speaker)

2019 - Biennale di Venezia - Loveseat

2019 - NPSA Congress Brussels - Tender Rhythms

2019 - Tech Open Air Berlin - Adult Nostalgia

2019 - Futures of Our Past Exhibition at Galerie Weisser Elefant - 
Justin Time

2019 - The Future Laboratory’s Phygital Bar- Panelist

2019 - IAM Weekend - Speaker


curriculum

vitae



//Festival/Conference/Exhibition Appearances (cont’d) 


2019 - SXSW - MELD 2.0

2018 - Chaos Computer Congress 35 - Speaker

2018 - GENERATE Festival - iCNTEVN

2018 - Monumenta Leipzig - Live VR Audio Performance

2018 - Monumenta Leipzig - Capacity

2018 - Tech Open Air Berlin - Speaker

2018 - Unite Berlin Conference - Live VR Audio Performance

2018 - VRHAM!  - The Eye Inside

2018 - School of Machines EcoAcoustics Showcase - duality

2018 - NY MusicTech VR Music Workshop - Instructor, Demo

2018 - Atlanta XR: Leveraging Immersive Tech in the Music Industry - 
Keynote Speaker

2018 - NYVR Art in VR - Speaker, VR Installation/Demo

2018 - PULSE Festival - Live VR Audio Performance

2017 - Bass Coast Festival - The Gladlab (VR Audio Installation)

2017 - SXSW - HCBU@SXSW - Cybernautical

2017 - VRARA Atlanta - Keynote Speaker

2017 - A3C Festival & Conference - Live VR Audio Performance

2017 - 9to5 Festival - AiTL

2017 - FutureX Live - MELD

2017 - DreamHack Atlanta - Live VR Audio Performance

2017 - MomoCon - Hank’s Errand and the Strange Dog

2017 - ColorATL Vol. 2 Launch - tiltATL

2017 - ColorATL @ Atlanta Contemporary - Embrace

2017 - Google DevFest - VR Music Masterclass/Workshop

2017 - Georgia Tech Maker's Fair - VR Music Masterclass/Workshop

2017 - Virtually Real Exhibition at VRWorld NYC - iCNTEVN

2015 - {Re} Happening Festival - Xeyallari

2015 - ACE (Advances in Computer Entertainment) - Plink Blink

2014 - {Re} Happening Festival - Trial Separation

2014 - FILE (Electronic Language International Festival) - Plink Blink

2014 - ISEA (International Symposium of Electronic Art) - Plink Blink


curriculum

vitae



//Residencies/Fellowships



2019 - ARTnSHELTER AiR - Tokyo, JP

2019 - IDEO CoLab Summer Fellowship - Cambridge, MA

2019 - IDEO CoLab Winter Fellowship - Cambridge, MA

2018 - Berlin Sessions - Berlin, DE

2018 - Zoo Labs Music Incubator - Oakland, CA

2018 - Art Omi Music Residency - Ghent, NY

2018 - Oculus Launchpad - San Francisco, CA


curriculum

vitae


